The feature-integration theory of attention posits that auditory features are first processed independently at early stages. We tested the theory by examining the neural processing integrality of vowels and tones at the early pre-attentive auditory level. Twenty native Cantonese listeners participated in the event-related potential (ERP) experiment. We adopted the mismatch negativity (MMN) additivity approach, and elicited three types of mismatch negativities (tone deviant, vowel deviant and double-tone-vowel deviant) using a passive oddball paradigm. We found that the mismatch negativity of the double deviant was not additive by the mismatch negativities of the single deviants. The results indicate that tones and vowels are processed integrally by the same neuronal population at the early pre-attentive auditory level. Potential implications to theories and models of speech perception will be discussed.
Introduction
To date, how auditory information is processed in human brains remains unclear. According to the feature-integration theory of attention (Treisman & Gelade, 1980) , auditory information were first differentiated and processed independently at the early stage, then processed in an integral manner at later stages under attentional control. Such a theory has received support from neurophysiological studies which suggested the independent processing of various acoustic features, e.g., intensity-fundamental frequency (Paavilainen, Valppu, & Näätänen , 2001; Takegata, Paavilainen, Näätänen , & Winkler, 1999 ) and duration-fundamental frequency (Levanen, Hari, McEvoy, & Sams, 1993) . Adopting the same approach, a recent study suggested the integral processing of consonants and tones among Chinese listeners (Gao, Hu, Gong, Chen, Kendrick, & Yao, 2012). It remains unclear whether tones are integrally processed with another important segmental information, i.e., vowels. In order to provide a full picture for speech perception among tonal listeners, the current study set out to examine the perceptual integrality of vowels and tones at the early pre-attentive auditory level.
The mismatch negativity additivity approach has been proven to be a valid tool for testing the feature-integration theory of attention (Treisman & Gelade, 1980 ). The approach is based on the additivity of mismatch negativity, an eventrelated potential component which reflects pre-attentive neuronal detection of sound change. In this approach, two single deviant and one double deviant mismatch negativities are required. Using Paavilainen et al. (2001) to illustrate, two single deviant Mismatch negativities, i.e., fundamental frequency-mismatch negativity and intensity-mismatch negativity were elicited using a passive oddball paradigm. On top of the two single deviant mismatch negativities, a double deviant mismatch negativity was elicited with a deviant stimulus which differed from the standard stimulus in both fundamental frequency and intensity. If the two acoustic features are independently processed, in this case fundamental frequency and intensity, the double deviant mismatch negativity should be equal to the sum of the two single deviant mismatch negativities. This notion has been supported by localization studies (Caclin et al., 2006; Takegata et al., 2001) confirming that mismatch negativity additivity reflects separate mismatch negativity generators and distinct auditory memory traces for each acoustic feature. On the other hand, if the two acoustic features are integrally processed by the same neuronal population, the double deviant mismatch negativity would not be equal to the sum of the single deviant mismatch negativities. According to the neuronal under firing account, when a neuron reacts to two acoustic features, the intensity of neuronal firing is either equal to or slightly higher than when it reacts to single deviant changes (Lidji, Jolicoeur, Kolinsky, Moreau, Connolly, & Peretz, 2010).
Early neurophysiological studies adopting this mismatch negativity additivity approach offered support to the feature integration theory of attention (Paavilainen et A recent study has offered preliminary support to preattentive tone-vowel perceptual integrality. In that study, the single mismatch negativities of vowel and fundamental frequency deviants were non-additive, suggesting that vowels and pitch were integrally processed by the same neuronal population (Lidji et al., 2010) . However, the results must remain tentative as the acoustic parameters of the stimuli were not strictly controlled. For instance, the pitch deviant stimulus had marked differences from the standard stimulus not only in fundamental, but also formant frequencies. Stimuli aside, the study examined French listeners whose language did not make use of pitch for lexical distinctions. Worthy to note, 70% of the world's languages entail the lexical use of pitch (Yip, 2002) . However, little is known about the perceptual integrality of tone and segmental information. This question is of high theoretical significance as segmental-tone integrality (or non-integrality) is a fundamental claim in the speech perception models which incorporate both segmental and tonal processing among tonal listeners ( Specifically, the TTRACE model adopted the integral view of segmental and tonal processing (Tong, McBride, & Burnham, 2014) . Different from the original TRACE model (McClelland & Elman, 1986 ), the TTRACE model has a new tonal layer, and incorporates the integral processing of consonants, vowels and tones at both phonological and auditory levels (see Figure 1 ). However, differentiating the level at which processing integrality occurs, namely phonological and auditory, is beyond the scope of behavioral data (Holder, 1992; Law, Fung, & Kung, 2013) . In view of this, the current study set out to examine the neuronal processing integrality of tones and vowels. Additionally, we aim to unfold the temporal processes and examine whether the processing integrality occurs as early as the pre-attentive auditory level.
In short, the current study set out to (a) examine the neural processing integrality of tone and vowel and (b) evaluate whether the integrality occurs at the early pre-attentive auditory level among tonal listeners. To serve this purpose, the current study has adopted the mismatch negativity additivity approach and evaluated the neural perception of vowel, tone, and vowel-tone double deviants among native Cantonese listeners. We hypothesize that tone and vowels are integrally processed at the early pre-attentive auditory level, to be indicated by the non-additivity of tone and vowel mismatch negativities.
Method

Participants
A total of 20 native Cantonese right handers (9 males and 11 females) were recruited from Hong Kong. Their mean age was 22 years 4 months (SD = 3 years 11 months). All participants passed a pure tone hearing screening.
Stimuli and procedures
Four phonologically legal pseudowords /u1/ /i1/ /u3/ /i3/ were artificially synthesized using the source-filter synthesis technique. Each stimulus was used reversibly at different blocks as standard and deviant stimuli. We strictly controlled the acoustic parameters of the stimuli, such that the vowel contrasts, i.e., /u1/-/i1/ and /u3/-/i3/ differed within themselves only in formant frequency. The tonal contrasts, i.e., /u1/-/u3/ and /i1/-/i3/ differed only in fundamental frequency. The double contrasts, i.e., /u1/-/i3/ and /i1/-/u3/, differed in both fundamental frequency and formant frequency (see Table 1 ). We chose tone 1 and tone 3 since they were both level tones, allowing strict fundamental frequency height manipulations. This set of tone contrasts has been used in previous behavioral and neurophysiological studies (Francis et al., 2003; Gu et al., 2013) .
During online electroencephalographic (EEG) recording, participants were instructed to sit comfortably and watch a silent movie, while being presented with the stimuli audibly by E-Prime 2.2 via inserted earphones. The stimulus-onset asynchrony was set to 900ms with reference to a previous adult mismatch negativity study on Cantonese tone perception (Gu et al., 2013) .
The whole experiment contained three oddball and three reverse oddball blocks. The order of the blocks was pseudorandomized. In the three oddball blocks, /u1/ was used throughout as the standard stimulus, while /i1/, /u3/ and /i3/ served as deviants. In the reverse oddball blocks, /u1/ was the deviant throughout, while /i1/, /u3/ and /i3/ served as standard stimuli. Each block consisted of 60 deviant and 540 standard stimuli. The order of the stimuli was pseudo-randomized in a way that adjacent deviant stimuli were separated by at least two standard stimuli. Altogether, there were 360 deviant and 3240 standard stimuli.
EEG recording and offline processing
The electroencephalogram was recorded with a 64-channel silver chloride (Ag-AgCl) Quik-Cap with electrodes placed on 64 scalp sites following the International 10-20 system. The Quik-Cap was then connected to a SynAmps 2 amplifier designed to detect very small traces of electrical signals under the scalp. The left and right mastoids served as the reference electrodes. We collected the electrical signals at a sampling rate of 500 Hz with the bandpass of 0.05-70 Hz. The signal were then amplified by the amplifier. The impedances of all electrodes were kept below 5kΩ throughout. The electroencephalographic data were processed and analyzed offline with NeuroScan 4.5 system. The electroencephalographic signals were first offline filtered with a bandpass of 1 to 30 Hz. Subsequently, the resulting data were segmented into epochs from 100 ms before onset to 600 ms post-onset of the stimuli (Gu et al., 2013) . The two standard stimuli following each deviant stimulus were not analyzed due to the possible mismatch negativity effect of Table 1 . Acoustic parameters of Cantonese tone stimuli deviant stimulus on the following standard stimuli. After baseline correction, we removed artifacts beyond -80µV or +80µV. After that, we obtained the average event-related potential of each stimulus type by averaging the grand eventrelated potential of the respective stimulus type.
Results
We set the mismatch negativity time window between 150 to 250 ms after the onset of deviant stimulus (Chandrasekaran et We computed a new variable "summed mismatch negativity" by summing up the mean mismatch negativity amplitudes of the single deviants, i.e., tone deviant and vowel deviant. Next, we conducted paired-sample t-tests to evaluate whether the amplitude of the "summed mismatch negativity" was significantly different from the mismatch negativity amplitude of the double deviant. Paired sample t-tests revealed a significant difference between the "summed mismatch negativity" and the mismatch negativity of double deviant, t(19) = 3.05, p < .01. This reflects that the mismatch negativity of the double deviant, i.e., vowel-tone deviant, is non-additive by the Mismatch negativities of single deviants.
Discussion
In this study, we (a) investigated whether tones and vowels were integrally or independently processed and (b) examined whether the processing integrality occurred at the early preattentive auditory level among tonal listeners. Statistical analysis revealed significant difference between the mismatch negativity of the double deviant and the summed mismatch negativity of the single deviants. The mismatch negativity non-additivity suggests the integral processing of tones and vowels by the same neuronal population. Additionally, the processing integrality occurs at the early pre-attentive auditory level.
The processing integrality of tones and vowels found in the current study is consistent with previous neural (Lidji et al., 2010) On top of this, we went beyond behavioral findings in the temporal dimension, by probing into an early stage of perceptual processing, i.e., pre-attentive auditory processing, and found the recruitment of the same neuronal population for tone and vowel processing. Worthy to note, this finding is in contrary to the feature-integration theory of attention (Treisman & Gelade, 1980) which postulated that auditory information were first processed independently at the early stage, and integrally processed at later attentional stages.
Although the theory was reinforced by similar mismatch negativity additivity studies which demonstrated independent processing of acoustic features such as intensity-fundamental frequency ( Tonal language experience may offer an account for the early integrality of tone-vowel processing. In terms of lexical function, vowels and tones are important dimensions which tonal language listeners attend to for lexical identification. On the other hand, intensity and duration had very little role, if any, in lexical identification. Thus, it could be the case that tonal listeners' perceptual systems were adapted at stages early as the pre-attentive auditory stage where the same neuronal population was recruited for the formant frequency (vowels) and fundamental frequency (tones) processing. This notion is supported by previous neurophysiological evidences demonstrating that pre-attentive auditory processing can be shaped by tonal language experience. For instance, while the processing of pitch is lateralized at the right hemisphere among non-tonal listeners ( revealed that pitch tracking sensitivity at the peripheral cochlear level could be enhanced by long-term tonal language experience. Taken together, the above studies point to the same notion that low levels of auditory processing are susceptible to shaping by language experience. Admittedly, the role of language experience in shaping the early processing integrality of formant and fundamental frequencies remains tentative as the current study lacks a control group, i.e., nontonal listeners. A new study with strict acoustic manipulations showing independent processing of formant frequency and fundamental frequency among non-tonal listeners would give further support to this plausible account. Nevertheless, the current finding provides a new insight to traditional speech processing theories -not all acoustic dimensions are 312  827  3k  4k  300  70   u3 113  312  827  3k  4k  300  70   i1  140  312  2223  3k  4k  300  70   i3  113  312  2223  3k  4k  300  70 independently processed at the auditory level; and that early pre-attentive auditory processing might be attuned by language experience. The early integral processing of tone and vowel found herein is in line with the prediction of the TTRACE model (see Figure 2) . Adopting the same paradigm, a recent study found the non-additivity of consonant and tone Mismatch negativities, indicating the integral processing of consonants and tones among Chinese listeners (Gao et al., 2012) . Notably, an early tone perception model posited the tonal layer as a separate representation overlaid upon segmental layer (Ye & Connine, 1999) . However, the current findings and those of Gao et al. suggest that segmental information (consonants and vowels) and tones are not independently but integrally processed by the same neuronal population. These are inconsistent with the separate representation view of Ye and Connine, but in line with the fundamental claim of the TTRACE -integral processing of segmental and suprasegmental information. In addition, we have extended this claim in the temporal domain, by providing neural evidence that the processing integrality occurs early at the preattentive auditory level.
The findings might also offer potential directions in revising speech perception models other than the TTRACE. In the C-Cure Model (McMurray & Jongman, 2011), tonal listeners might form hypothesis of the average fundamental frequency, then compare the acoustic input with the expected average fundamental frequency. The expectation is then refined for the identification of the next tone and revision of the previous tone activated. Applying the current findings to this model, the processing of suprasegmental cues may interact with the processing of acoustic cues related to segmental information at the early auditory level. Similarly, a new suprasegmental layer could be added to the Distributed Cohort Model (Gaskell & Marslen-Wilson, 1997) . During online speech perception and lexical processing, the conditional probability of the lexical candidate may be determined by a holistic rather than separate evaluation of segmental and suprasegmental information. Future studies may consider testing the feasibility of adding a suprasegmental layer in the existing models by means of computational modeling.
Apart from its theoretical and methodological significances, the current study offers potential directions for future studies to examine segmental and suprasegmental processing integrality. First, we evaluated only level tone contrasts but not contour tones. Interestingly, behavioral evidence did not seem to support processing integrality of contour tones and segmental information . Future studies may examine a whole set of tone contrasts in examination of this issue. Additionally, only a limited set of vowels have been tested in the current study. Apart from that, a large number of consonantal properties such as frication and voice onset time have not been explored. We encourage future studies to explore different acoustic variations to further enhance the external validity in the segmental and suprasegmental interaction so found in the current study.
Admittedly, the current findings do not solve some inherent problems of the TTRACE model. In the TRACE (and TTRACE) model, all mental lexicons are actively evaluated during hypothesis testing (McClelland & Elman, 1986; . In this framework, Norris (1994) estimated that the processing of a six-phoneme word in a language with 50000 lexicons would require 550000 lexical processing units; and 113 billion connections resulting from bidirectional activation and inhibition within and across layers. With such an enormous and unrealistic number of connections required for the processing of only one word, the TRACE and TTRACE models might need further refinement.
Conclusions
In conclusion, we provide neurophysiological evidence on the perceptual integrality of tone and vowels. On top of this, we extended previous psycholinguistic studies in the temporal domain, by suggesting that the perceptual integrality occurred at the early pre-attentive auditory level. Apart from its theoretical contributions to models and theories of speech perception, the current study has a methodological contribution, by using a new neurophysiological paradigm to examine the perceptual integrality of segmental and suprasegmental information among tonal populations.
